
Intranet Goals, Scope, and 
Features



Goal #1 for this Session

Develop a shared framework for deciding 
where to apply intranet resources.



Goal #2 for this Session

Discuss ideas for the intranet in the context 
of our decision framework.



Goals

What is an intranet is supposed to 
accomplish?



Scope

What does “the intranet” encompass?



Features

What are specific resources the intranet 
can provide?



Goals



Goals

Enhance Communication

Ease Reference

Enable Collaboration

Promote Organizational Unity

Allow Functional Aggregation



Enhance Communication

Organization-to-employee; one-way
Users are consumers
Time-bound information
Not edited after publication
Examples

News
Announcements
Updates



Ease Reference

More permanent information
Users as consumers
Continually edited and “groomed”
Examples

Policies
Procedures
Employee directory
Document libraries



Enable Collaboration

Employee-to-employee, two-way

Users are both publish and consume

Examples
Group Workspaces
Discussion Forums
File Sharing
Wikis



Promote Organizational Unity

A single source of truth

A common thread

Examples
Remote Access
Employee Directory
Local Content
Team-building Content



Allow Functional Aggregation

A container for functionality

A publication center for external data

Examples
Applications
Online forms
Reporting
Data connectors
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Picking your Battles

How do you choose what to fix?



Four Criteria

Ease of implementation

Potential for strong user adoption

Effectiveness of status quo

Net benefit to the organization



Ease of Implementation

How isolated is the change?
Technically?  How many systems does it involve?
Organizationally? How many groups does it 

impact?

How “known” is the change?
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Strong User Adoption

Will users adopt or resist it?
How core is the function?
How long has it been around?
How many people will the change affect?
Are our motives pure?

What can the organization do to promote 
adoption?
Remember: it’s okay to capitulate to human 
nature



Effectiveness of Status Quo

Is the current process broken?

Can it be improved to a degree to make it 
worth the change?



Benefit to the Organization

How critical is the function being 
implemented?

How much of an impact can it have to the 
organization?

How much does it contribute to the five 
stated intranet goals?



Four Criteria

Ease of implementation

Potential for strong user adoption

Effectiveness of status quo

Net benefit to the organization



Decision Framework



Scope



What is “the Intranet”?

Is it an internal Web site?

Is it every internal resource in the 
organization?

Is it something in between?



Is this “the intranet”?

The browser home page?



Is this “the intranet”?

An internal Web page?



Is this “the intranet”?

A file share?



Is this “the intranet”?

A Human Resources application to change 
your home address?



Does the intranet have definitive 
boundaries?



Is something clearly “on the 
intranet” or “not on the 

intranet”?



Or is the intranet a collection of 
resources across different 

platforms?



One Theory of “the Intranet”

It’s a definitive thing.  An internal Web site.  
Some things are “on” it, some things are 

not.
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Another theory of “the Intranet”

A set of services that unifies disparate 
resources under a common umbrella.
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“Communication and Reference”

For many organizations, this is the intranet.



“Communication and Reference”

Or, is this just one more resource, available 
under a larger umbrella?
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Could the job of an intranet be to 
unify resources under common 

umbrellas?



The ACCESS CONTROL Umbrella

A common user database controls access to 
all resources.



Web CMS

File Share

The same user database 
is used across resources.



The SEARCH Umbrella

A common search engine searches all 
resources and provides federated results.







The INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE Umbrella

All resources are organized into a common 
information architecture.



What if you 
could extend 
your IA across 

resources?

Outlook

Web CMS

DAM

Word



The NAVIGATION Umbrella

All resources display a common navigation 
structure, which provides consistent access 

and sense of place.







The DESIGN Umbrella

All resources look similar.  They all appear 
to be parts of the same whole.
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Resources vs. Services

You build services (access, IA, design, etc) 
that your resources can use to fit into the 

larger whole.



The Goal

View the intranet as more than just a single 
thing.



In Practice

Avoid resources that don’t play well with 
others. A resource that can share some 

umbrellas is more valuable than one which 
can’t.



In Practice

Don’t discount solutions that don’t fit into 
the traditional “Communication and 

Reference” paradigm.

“The Intranet” is larger than that.



Intranet Features



Five Common Areas

Communication and Reference

Search

File Management

Collaboration

Staff Directory



Some problems are easier to fix 
than others.



Communication and Reference

Difficulty: Low

For many, this is the intranet

Implementation of a Web CMS

Keys to success:
Information architecture
Quality content



Information Architecture

Primary nav structure should be by function, 
not department

Functional categories
Working at CNO
My Benefits
Members
Standards and Policies





Communication vs. Reference

“Communication” is delivered to the user
Information they do not know exists

“Reference” is sought out by the user
Information they do know exists



Communication



Reference



A Communication item can be used to point 
to a new or updated Reference item.

Policies > Dangerous Animals > Furry

Official Policy: Kitten Attacks
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Integer 
at eros metus, eu elementum sem. Pellentesque a justo in risus
eleifend vulputate non eget nunc. Nulla facilisi. 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Integer 
at eros metus, eu elementum sem. Pellentesque a justo in risus
eleifend vulputate non eget nunc. Nulla facilisi. 

Latest News
“CNO Announces New Policy 
on Kitten Attacks”



Communication as RSS

An RSS feed in Outlook



Search

Difficulty: Moderate

Second most-used feature

Keys to success
Needs to be federated search
Review of search term analytics
Human-edited search suggestions









File Management

Difficulty: High

File shares are terribly inefficient
No versioning
No workflow
Little metadata or collaboration options

The familiarity of Windows Explorer is hard 
to compete with



File Management

Keys to Success
Limit what needs to be formally managed
Zero other options
Ease search with consistent metadata











File Management: Questions

What would be the practical benefit to have 
a file in a CMS rather than a file share?



Collaboration

Difficulty: Medium

User adoption is always problematic

Email can be tough to overcome

It’s easy to bite off more than you can chew



Collaboration

Keys to Success
Avoid duplication with existing tools
Solve the problem from the bottom up
What problems really need solving?
What is the essence of collaboration?



Collaboration: Features

Private workspaces

Group messaging

File Sharing
File-centric Discussions

Calendaring

Task Management







“Electronic mail is getting to be 
an immense productivity sink…

The main benefit of an intranet 
is across the organization 
communication.

One of the main goals of 
intranets should be to get rid of 
unnecessary email.”







Collaboration: Questions

What are employees using for collaboration 
now?

How could a different collaboration system 
improve this?

What is the potential for user adoption?

What types of activities are key for 
collaboration?



Employee Directory

Difficulty: Easy

Single most-used feature on any intranet

Drives adoption of other features

Implement first?



Employee Directory: Questions

Should there be any capacity for self-
expression?

Should employees be given the ability to 
manage any of their own content?



Employee Directory Survey
Feature % providing CNO

Name 98.1% X

Phone Numbers 96.9% X

Location 82.1%

Email Address 80.9% X

Job Role or Responsibilities 68.9% X

Photograph 40.1% X

Org Chart Info 21.4%

Skills or expertise 16.0%

Availability (away, on leave, etc.) 13.2% X

Personal Interests 8.9%

Source: “Staff Directories”, Step Two Designs



Out of Office
“I’m out until Tuesday, contact ____”

Status Updates
“I’m working on my sales presentation”

Profile “cards” in Web CMS

IP Telephony Integration

Other Features





The Social Intranet

Intranets should become more like social 
networking sites

Employee profiles should allow self 
expression and activity information

Will employees self-regulate?







Five Common Areas

Communication and Reference

Search

File Management

Collaboration

Staff Directory



The Road Ahead

Formalize today’s discussion
Intranet Strategy Brief

Plan first iteration functionality
Functionality
Information architecture
Wireframes
Designs



User Adoption



Myth #1

If you build it, they will use it.



Myth #2

Newer is always better.



Myth #3

We always have the user in mind when we 
make changes.



70% of CRM projects failed 
primarily because of lack of user 

adoption.

Put Enterprise Applications To The Usability Test
Usability Drives Adoption, Productivity, And Project ROI

Forrester Research, July 2004



A revolutionary change without a 
user adoption plan is likely to fail.



“User Adoption Strategies”
By Michael Sampson

“Second wave people are different than first 
wave people. They are less capable by 
themselves of making the leap from what 
the technology does to how they could use 
it to make their work better.”



“Here’s something I believe to be true: intranet 
adoption is more a function of personal and 
corporate psychology than of technology. Put 
another way, the greatest technology in the world 
won’t help if your employees aren’t interested in 
using your intranet for whatever reason.”
Deane Barker
Gadgetopia
November 1, 2007



Why People Resist Change

1. Fear of the unknown

2. Comfort with the status quo

3. Pushback on being forced to change

4. No sense of the possible future benefit

5. Being a key stakeholder in the status quo



Executive Support

Support for the change is visible from the top 
of the organization down

Leadership needs to demonstrate their own 
usage of the change



Real-to-Life Scenarios

A case study of a real-life use of the change 
and how it benefitted the organization

Metrics of change benefits provided in 
aggregate



Classroom Training

Limited scope

Geared to teach basic concepts only

Either formal/scheduled or informal/drop-in



Reference Material

Intranet-based resources
Screencasts
Screen captures
Tutorials



Facilitated Group Re-imagining

Meet with user groups and analyze needs

Demonstrate how the change can fulfill 
those needs



Embedded Champion

Train one expert user per functional group

That user will locally champion the change



Sandbox

Create a disposable version of the change for 
users to experiment with



Bulk Loading Party

Have an immersive event to load initial data 
into the tool



Zero Other Options

Remove all other options, leaving the new 
tool as the only remaining choice



A revolutionary change without a 
user adoption plan is likely to fail.


